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ought to be. The doctrine of unbroken, upward progress from 
the lowest to the highest requires it. The rapid accumulation 
of knowledge renders it impossible for us to say to-day what 
fnay be brought to~morrow. Thif ffmblance of 
fi'ason in it, but semblance. It ionnfHient sup-
port (?) on whkh back, for it cannnt nttniked and 
bemolished as nabue. But to nmount? 

supposition; and it 
comes in opposition to all past· experience. We find certain 
results and sequences invariably to follow certain antecedents, 
so invariably that we say we have found a natural law,' of these 
there are many, and one feature of them all is that their sway is 
uniform. Universal experience to the present time has shown 
tbat no one haf life to originatn other way 
tban the one so Are we not fairly en-
titled to assert here a natural like the 
others, is sure tc, ? 

And, as furthoc on this point, fairly 
to take into the account the fact that life as a force is widely 
and radically distinct from any and all of the other forces of 
nature. It associates itself with them, acts with them, uses 
them for its own purposes and necessities; but it also acts in
dependently of them, and is not amenable to their laws. It is, 

truth, a force It is the onlh far as we 
that has of self'perpetuatin!:; only one 

mhich has the hnrsistence, becauco f"aintains its 
its own inherent assimila-

tion and renewol. 
To what, then, can I trace the origin of a force so peculiar in 

all its features; so unlike all other forces? The laws which 
control and actuate all inorganic matter fail me. I find life 
existing as a fixed fact; I find every reason to be 
that no natural physical-haac 

must be some 
oizant; somethinb 
man, I believe 

am compelled 
""'''''','' that of which 

to me a mystafh. 
"ot.,nnnous Power t,) 
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